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I.

INTRODUCTION;

1.1 This manual of trade:mil for the Special Demonstration Squad is designed Loth
for new members ofthe squad and also as a guide Is best practice for members oldie
squad during their posting. The guide gives an insight into the differing techniques
used to set up and live a faLse identity and ploys used to deal with situations which
may arise_ Current and ioniser field operatives have ideatified areas ofdiffsculty and
sortie suggestiocis have been made as to effixtive solutions. However, the nature of
the work is so varied the; while it is important to highlight those practices which
should be avoided at all costs, it is not possible to give comprehensive instructions co
every problem. Each organisation ofinterest has it's own particular problems(which
are dealt with in greater depth ttader the relevant group headings) but it must be
remembered that each officer is a separate individual whose own cbaractex determines
his or bet propet approach to a specific issue. It mitt be admitted that our means of
constructing false identities limits our choices and introduces a real dar43er of
compromising our operatice through using the same techniques.

12 At first it may seem a daunting prospect to enter the world of the "wearies".
While now racruib will have been carefully scnninised prior to arrival on the squad,
nothing can prepare them for the reality of SDS work The stresses and 31111115 of
living a lie during both your working and personal time ard the unremitting nature of
that presswe throughout the posting mates a wholly unique lifestyle bodi for
operatives and dependants alike- However, before too long the "Back Office man"
will pick up the necessary operating skills needed to core. Once launched, the officer
must survive on his a her wits tmtil feeling entirely comfcetable in the role_ From
time to time problems will raise which will affect your 'duff or real life, the mejority
of which will be discussed below. On return b "normal" life after the posting the
difficulties become less immediate but different pressures of discovery and
recognition remain, both for the individtal and the outfit as a whole.
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2. THE BACK OFFICE:
21. OFFICE DUTIES

2.1.1. On arrival at the office the new recruit will be introduced to the mostly
mundane duties expected of him or her. Monday and Thursday are taken up with
meetings of the field and office and the collection and dissemination of relevant files,
reports and queries from one to the other. The searching of organisations and
individuals, preparation and stamping ofreports take up most of Tuesday and Friday,
leaving Wednesday as the one day a week to catch up on outstanding matters and to
concentrate on your false identity.
(F31_, note, June 95: With

now in charge Of clerical duties there should be
38
more time available to spend researching, planning and talking to past and present
field officers about different aspects of the job.)

2.1.2. The most useful part of the week to a new recruit revolves around meeting
days. You should try to spend time with those officers already in the field to pick up
knowledge of the group you are targeted at and the more subtle behaviour which field
officers develop through time to survive a double life. You will have a field officer
assigned to you as a mentor and one should not be afraid to ask them any question you
have, no matter how insignificant it may seem. Equally, one should not expect each
officer to answer your query the same way, for different groups expect different
behaviour from their members.(And even within the same group officers will perform
differently according to their personalities.)
2.2.

FIELD OFFICERS' HEQUIREMF,NTS

2.2.1. The field officers are unable to make direct queries of SB(R), ARNI or other
Force indices as well as sources outside the MPD. It is most important that their
requests for files, printouts, telephone checks, registry or local LIO checks are carried
out promptly because a report on an individual may be awaiting just such
confirmation. A particular bugbear is that files are often elsewhere when you request
thern...try to keep on top ofthese requests and ask for them at regular intervals.
2.2.2. Equally important is the need to post diary sheet; and other forms to each field
officer when requested. You will soon know how icritating it is to attempt to complete
your diary at a meeting without the notes you keep at home, or find you have run out
of Foga 287's or mileage shuts. Equally, ensure thc Monday Binder is always well
stocked with forms, or incur the wrath ofthe field!
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2.3.

CONSTRUCTIVE USE OF DOWN TIME

2.3.1. The back office administration work is rarely fulfilling enough to interest one
for five days a week. The quiet periods should be used constructively in 'marching
your future four years. You should arrange days to tnivel to areas outside London that
will feature in your false life story. You should find time to contact field officers in
your target group to check your proposed life story with him or her arid to iron out any
apparent inconsistencies.
2.4.

RESEARCH INTO TARCET CROUP

2.4.1. There are two schools of thought in researching your target group prior to
arrival on the scene. In one case you enter the field as a political virgin and become
educated by the group you have infiltrated (groups S'uch as the SWP accept this
approach quite readily). The other possibility is to join your organisation with a level
ofsophisticated understanding of the interests of the group. (A history of veganism in
animal rights,or an understanding oflibertarian or anarchist views is an asset.)
2.4.2. If you decide to arrive on the scene Bs a newcomer, you should still know what
sort ofapproach will not be successful. Treating members ofthe group with flippancy
or aggression is inappropriate, as is the use of racist, sexist, speciesist or sizeist
language in the left wing and libertarian circles. The principle of finding the right
altitude to approach the wearies works far better than an attempt to win them over by
force of wit or charm alone. Whatever attitudes you utilise must form part of your
own make up, for you will find it impossible to maintain an unnatural character trait
for a long period. Al! very basic stuff but worth mentioning!
2.4.3. If you want to come into your field with some understanding of the issues but
without appearing to be a seasoned, knowledgeable individual, it is important not to
show how much you know too quickly. If you are in a group that comes into conflict
with the police on a regular basis, you should know some aspects of the law relating
to public order and police procedures towards a detained person but not all - and
remember to get some facts spectacularly wrong so you can be corrected! As always,
your contemporaries in your field will have ready access to the necessary documents
you should read to become well informed.
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3. PREPARATION:
3.1.

NAME

3.1.1. By tradition, the aspiring SDS officer's first major task on joining the back
office was to spend hours and hours at St Catherine's House leafing through death
registers in search of a name he could call his own. On finding a suitable ex.-person.
usually a deceased child or young person with a fairly anonymous name, the
circumstances of his (or her) untimely demise was investigated_ If the death was
natural or otherwise unspectacular, and therefore unlikely to be findable in
newspapers or other public records, the SOS officer would apply for a copy the dead
person's birth certificate. Further research would follow to establish the respiratory
status ofthe dead person's family, if any. and, if they were still breathing, where they
were living. If all was suitably obscure and there was little chance of the SDS officer
or, more importantly, one of the wearies running into the dead person's
parents/siblings etc., the SOS officer would assume squatters' rights over the
unfortunate's identity for the next four years.
3.1.2. All well and good, but we arc all familiar with the story of an SDS officer
being confronted with his'ova death certificate.
3.1.3. In 1994 it was reported that the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys
(OPCS), the agency responsible for maintaining the statutory registers of births.
marriages, and deaths, was in the process ofcomputerisation. This news added to the
growing unease among SOS managers regarding the risks inherent in adopting a
provably false identity, that is to say an identity which hostile enquiry could expose
as being that of a dead person. A disclosure of this nature would present several
threats, both to the SDS officer concerned, and to the SOS operation as a whole. The
use of a false identity would tend to indicate to a hostile enquirer that the SOS officer
was more than a mere `state' informant; that he was, in fact, an undercover spy. A
project was set in train to establish the extent of OPCS computerisation and what
effect, if any, it would have on the SM.It was considered that a computer system
able to match the records of deaths and births quickly and easily, and which was
accessible (legitimately or otherwise) to wearies or hostile enquirers would make it
necessary to change operating procedures without delay.

3.1.4. The SDS management research =fumed many earlier fears that the
traditional manner in which field officers' identities were obtained was indeed unsafe.
While the OPCS has developed and installed a computer system to record all births
and deaths in England and Wales there will be no back-record conversion and,
therefore, there will be no immediate risk of an enquirer being able to confirm with a
simple search that his comrade. be Bloggs. is in fact dead. However, it was
discovered that there are frequent informal and uncontrolled discussions and referrals
between a number ofagencies and OPCS to establish whether identities are genuine.
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The Frederick Forsyth novel 'The Day of the Jackal' explained how to acquire
documents in the name ofa dead person, and the practice has proved popular among
those who maiukl defraud the benefit system re who wish b travel abroad incognito.

(38A]

3.15. In the past an identity with a birth certificate was cleaned necessary in order
to obtain the documentation and paraphernalia a.tsociated with everyday life. The birth
ecrOcate was used as an identity document (which it is not) on which to base the
acquisition of amornmodation, driving licence, passport, bank aocount, etc.

ui Lt 1artl lade Is not necessary or
provision ofany documentation
It is, therefore, advisable to discontinue
the practice of obtaining & bittb certificate at all. It follows that an imaginary identity
mutt now be made up by the fieldac .This paper seeks to offer tips and guidance
in the selection ofa new identity.
3

L6. For SDS urposes the perfect identity is one that scents genuine;
and which cannot be disproved.

Having said that, if mitten hive
me so
your wearies are in ogating you about your identity something
has gone seriously wrong so much so that no amount ofcarefully constructed cover
will rescue your operation. The object of building good cover is to enable you to go
about your business with confidence, to reinforce the subconscious impression your
field alter-ego will make on your wearies, and to buy you the time you need to dispel
suspicion.
[431 Following 3 pagi .al the manual(pages 10-12 inclusive) redacted in till on a pinvisional basis.
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(EL note, hate 95: Names are no longer obtained from the Death Register at St
Catherine's Hang However AC's description ofthe old system(paragraph 3.2)is
grin one to be familiar with as a lot of activists tee aware of it and usc it
themselves.)
Former S)ccrem

31.1. There am two ways you can cane up with your false name. You can have a
completely false identity made up for you 144
lor obtain details ofa
deed child from St. Catherine's House t• use laT hl your oten identity. Each case
has ks merits and problem. In both cases, avoid using the same identity as a former
field officer!
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3,2.2. In the filet case one should start by searching the death(wards, noting folio
refereeces of potential candidates. Avoid infant deaths or people aged over 16 since
the fast are easy to spat and the Second will have records in IDSS which could be
checked by the wearies You should obtain as many potential names as possible to
allow youto choose the most relevant It is possible to look fora perscc who is your
same age but it may suit you to try someone a little younger. after all someone in
their late twenties is unlikely to be a new recruit to radical political activism.

[46]

3.2.4.

[47]

You try/chosen a =time or pc up of surnamesthensearch each one in turn through a series
of death registers until you find records of deaths of males of the right age who died
between the ages of8 - 14. It is obvious to people wIro work at St Catherine's that
these is something odd about someone who spends all day poring over death registers,
going through them page by page and making any occasional notes. It is better to
appear as =NODE tracing his family tree but being uncertain as to fast names of the
family members, since your behaviour will then be entittly consistent with such a
Dry.

315. Once you fad a relevant death, work out the appeximate age and cheek back
through the birth too3rds un61 you find a match. (Since June 1969 the death records
give the precise date ofbirth.) Just to make sure, send both the death and birth Mils
to be searched by staff at CO.
3.2.6. Once your semhes for the full details have returned, one can choose a suitable

32.7. One should also remember that a birth certificate may well give the current
address of the parents of the child - so make sure your particular choke has no rau:reat
link with the present inhabitants of the properties shown on the certificate.
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12.8. It is conceivable that a hostile enquiry into the details you have given may
result in you being presented with your own death certificate, and this has happened to
a former colleague. One am avoid the problem to scene extet by using the birth
details of an adopted person who died as a child and who had assumed the adoptive
ratans identity peior as dem& Another possibility is to find tlx birth details ofa child
with no father's details on the certificate and then using a different surname which
could relate to a stepfather. The difinithy is in finding such a certificate. /t is
probably only possible through luck or personal knowledge of someone from your
own past.

3.3.

14g1

3,3,1.

The major bonus of being the
chives'is a ear opportunity to avoid arrest - the driver is always needed to get people
home alter a demo or action and there is no shame in keeping away from trouble for
that reason. Always remember that you should 5t your driving history around this
&ace - don't talc about burning up the M1 on a Honda Goldwing unless you have a
motorcyck pas,on your licence and don't mention your parlicipation in the RAC rally
in 1984 when the licence says you passed your test in 19861
(51] [Gist:"The redacted paragraphs address cover documents and
backstopping cover identities.")
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PLOSONAL Ha-TORY

(52] (Gist: "These redacted paragraphs address specific details about
the cover identities of undercover officers. ]
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3.8.4. Once you have been armai with an easy to remember pasonal history you
may never use it. It is highly unlikely that within a very short time as a field officer
you will face hostile questioning in such depth. Nevertheless, an intensely secretive
individual who never gives anything ofhis or her past is not normal and could easily
bc treated with suspicion. Equally, a person who is too free with personal details is
equally suspicious. What should happen is that little facts about yourself will be
stymied slowly to yourelide ofactivists and over time a mutual trust will be built up.
In most of the groups we cover there is a high level of paranoia and suspicion,so you
will eventually have to flesh out the bones of your life. For example. after four years
in the field. approximately 50% ofray wearies knew me only as"Andy Vane because
my first name and employment as a van driver were the only details they needed.
Others knew my surname, but none knew the DB= Or home address ofthe fictitious
urek I used as an excuse to get away fora the occasional Ixeckencl demonstration,
A fcw celebrated m duff birthday with mc but only one or two knew I was the fader
fl T a failed relationship.
i
of
Bc assured that your saebries will be talking about you when you first get
invohed and you must always aim fa consistency in your life history,
3.9.

FORMER tfrimov mEBT

3.9.1.

[54]

As long as you know enough about the 'oh to talk about it in
manner, such information should be used.

a

lausible

If you a ude to a particular skill such as plumbing. carpentry or so
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on, be prepared to be asked to repair a washing machine or re-bang a sticking door
and make sure you have tools and knowledge to do the job.
3.9.2.

[56]

3.9.3. While you arc re,Parciting your former employment, it is important to give
some thought to your employment while out in the field_
discuss your thoughts with the
office and the field. Deciding on a proper form ofemployment while in the field will
be covered below (sec para. 4.5. et seq.)
3.10. APPEARANCE
3.10.1. The major reason why it takes at least three months (or longer) to graduate
from the back office to the field is the time it takes for your appearance to change.
One should not forget that a tour lasts Approximately four years and after that
experience you will have to return to a normal life. You must make every effort to
ensure that on return the likelihood that your former comrades will recognise you is
reduced to a minimum. The best way ofachieving this is to change your appearance
radically. For men the addition of a beard and glasses to a normally clean-shaven
face, an earring and radically different haircut will make the probability ofrecognition
at a later date almost nil For women a change in hair colour and hair style is
eSSelltal. You should try to wear clothes which are similar in style to each other but
different from your normal garb - for ezanaple, always wear bold checked shirts and
jeans, big sloppy jumpers, a distinctive coat or hat or whatever least resembles your
own tastes. If you are going to wear late:Wen:xi and ironed clothes, make sure you
have an iron and ironing board in the duffand a washing machine there or in a nearby
laundry. Being a little untidy, smelly and rumpled is a natural state for many of the
people in our target groups. Close associates may discern the smell of fresh clothing
from the suburban washing line, even as distinct from the (less fresh) smell of
launderette washing - so if you are wearing the former but purporting to be wearing
the latter, potential for suspicion.-
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4. LAUNCH:
4.1.

ADDRESS

4,1.1. On leaving tlx cocoon of the back office. dm first important step to take is to
find suitable accommodation. Your new lifestyle in your duff identity and your duff
earnings detemiine the oarure of the ProPc:TY you should be looltirkg fca-.

[58]
Some dicers will have made tenuous ntac
n Arlasm/Inn
before venturing out into London's bedsit land [59]
For those who intend to use the story of moving down to London from
another partof the country to seek work,such an approach is %media
4.1.2. You can either approach Estate or Letting Agents for potential homes. go
through local papers and shop window advertisements or use all ofthese techniques to
find a suitable bedsit room or studio flat The office has a budget for your
accorranodenon that currently stands between £60 to 4100 per week, depending an
your duff lifestyle- For most ofus it would be sensible to look for properties at the
lower end of the /wage and the only way to do that is ta compare prices by viewing
prirperti .

[60]
itu d ope to have one's
own cooking and washing facilities but the best you can find will ootmally have a
shared bathroom and toilet, with your own fridge aid Baby Belling cooker in tin
room. The fact that a room is in disgusting decorative order is no reason to turn it
down. Hover, you should try to avoid flats
telephone tics you down to being in the premiss unless you have an answer phone
you can interrogate at anal= addrr.ss or a shared telephone with notoriously
unreliable house mates who rover take messages!
4.1.4. Once you have found the ideal premises you will need to convince the
Accommodation Bureau or private landlord that you are a suitable tenant:
a_
b.
c.
d.
e.
£
g.

Can you pay the rent now and in the future?
What sort ofjob do you do?
Are you likely to be claiming housing benefit in the future?
Do you haveany appalling habits?
Do you keep yes?
Any tefertsices?
Can you afford a deposit and 1 month's tent in admtnee?

MPS-0527597/16
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4.1.5. As suitable premises are becoming harder and harder to find, it is bast to
accept any premises that appear to it most of your requirements and if it turns our to
be unsuitable, you am go out and find a better place at kisure.
4.2.

serriNG WA CREDIBLE DUFF

42.1_ Once you hoow who you are, what your einploymeot is and what sort of
politics you enjoy, you should combine an facets of your new life so that they
reptescat a convincing whole. Immummk
{Gist: "These paragraphs address specific details about the
cover addresses of undercover officers1

You couLd degio tentative steps towards political
activism by Joining mainstream press= groups who are concerned with a particular
imaue your new identity will have an interest in, be it Greenpeace, People for the
Ethical Treanneot of Animals, Shelter, Fathers Against the Chid Support Agency,
Searchlight and so on. They will provide you with information cal current muffin you
can use as a key to join a more radical pditical grouping and prime your other
residents that you have an interest in political causes.

[63]
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PAMILAARISATION

wrnILOCALiri

4.3.1. Now you hive settled hat your new home, you should get to know the
surroundiag area well. If you are going to be paying Council T .it is useful to join
the local army. Not only will you be able to borrow books to read, the reference
library will be able to provide you with information on local activities and access to
local community grows you may wish to get involved in and svhich give your new
persona the appeerance of an authentic life. Memicrship of a local enviroemental
group or sametuatry will assist you in the alviroananal or animal rights urea to
develop a local hiatury ofspfsopristoactivism in ran Odd but groups such as a local
writing club, rock-climbing club. music loci*,and so on will again help you to keep
a distance from your wearies w1ia3 you need to. Always be guided by what you feel
is necrasary and by advice from your coatemprearies in the specific Seld you imaid
to permeate.
4.3.2_ Visit the local etnertaine
' out,(be it a pub, cinema, swimming pool or ice
gazing rink)or Whatescr else you fuel isa mummy part of be:caning a seal pasta in
yournew home. Know where the tube station is and the times ofthe last train, the
location of the neaten bus stop and Arm the buses go to. Bozo= a regular
customer at a local paper shop and buy a doily and local paper - ems older•specific
magazine from them. Use the local Post Office, bank or building mei*,shops and
supermarket and the local takeaways where their &yre doeuft contradict any dietary
scruples your character may have.
43.3. With your trawls around the neighbourhood you vAll soon find out where the
local political groups med, or you will bump into the utiquitous street stall It is
useful to take an interest in them groups ifthey are not your target arganisstion, ince
you have an of:veniality to expecienee living a lie with street activists who am
ualikely to fature owe youjoin your own grouping. When deeding with groups who
use such tedmieuei as an opporttmity to recruit, inerid giving them your duffaddrea,
since they may came 'contact viaitioe. Even beta practice can he obtained through
local cazummily manisainna such as a local consavation group where you can
rehearse your new life in relatively safe territory.
4.14. Although such preparations may appear over catkrus, you are the only person
vAlo can jurte whether your new life appears real. Any opportunities to use your new
name, date of birth nod ristature should be grabbed until Icreatting acaneme the
feels totally caned. Newer relax when you are in, your alter ego, even if the
eimramtranom swam threatening - practice MiliCeS perfect!
A

.1

VEHICLE

44.1. The type of vehicle you purchase is depealem on the field you are covering,
whether the vehicle is your own or belongs to your employer, bow road worthy your
choice of vehicle appears to be and finally, personal taste. Groups who travel
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daimons to pursue their political agendas will welcome a driva who owas a vehicle
with open arms while others may Eard such apparent wealth suspicion. Vehicles
used haw ranged from old Wagers to bp of the lunge mks rep. models, minis to
transit mi. It is important to mtintain vniery in the field ve.hieles because in the
unlikely eveet ofan operative bears imposed, others in the same or altferent fields
will not luave so similar a link in their awn hes.
4.41. Vehicles cm be

-

from dealers or privately

You would normally pay each frit the vrh

i m VI VP time

rr

4A3. Once the vehicle Is In your pir-vdr,r+ h is a good Idea ro make it look like a

4.4.4. It my be necessary to change you vehicle during your tau. 1661
you must have a really prod WISOO • warms
clasage your Ow:WM ni8 most corrosion problem (excluding sand writo-offel) is
where yaw vehicle comes to 1110 notice of police a in the MC of the bitri3thatiti
fascist groups, vitae your vehide becomes a beget of the apposing group's tender
m inistrations.
dc

74410.47

[67]
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6.4.3. Another important a deration is wbcrc you.workplarx is in relation to your
duffand real brane. An employe working in the midst of yotr "bandit country' may
well get kd up with occasto" nal visits by your wearies or their tclepbone calls. Ifthe
workplace is convenient for them be assured they will came around. It is better to
hoe an cmpkrier betweeu your duff and home so that anyone arcing you driving
between the two will assurrie you are healing to or from voorlk.
454.
it is important
that you actuay pal= the work you are supposed to be doing. While there is no
reed to put in a fody hour week, you should give yoir employer agouti when asked
and you should vOlunieer to work taken your political life is in a quiet phase.
4.53. If you are intent ce being self-onployed, you should know bow to do your
mvn books axl know how to organise your PAYE and Nee/coal Insurance. If a weary
is self employed you can bet he or the will discuss sucb things,unless you are ma arii.
establishment mambo v4to works is the black eamamy, where suds issues are of no
carmen]
4.5.6. If you decide to be unemployed, or have a period of unemployment citric
your tour, you should be familiar with MS forms and methods of claiming.

discuss the curang position with the office.

If you wish to usc

at uloY

[70]

Lb.

FuerCONTACT

4.6.1. Imagice you are Sid up in yoir &In identity, you have wheels. a home aid a
job, you are a regular fixture at the local and help mow the gram in the local
cOmmurity centre playground. Now is the time to move onto your real purpose in life
- infiltrate the wearies Your first coo= is dependent on how nave your tart
group me at thc time you Ire lawicbcd. Your success is also dependent on your
am:aids Them are hvo methods of aux.': in one scenario you enser the ficid
unsullied by political extremism—aid ?mane educated by the group you have
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infiltrated. The other possibility is to join your organisation with a level of political
sophistication or understanding on an emotional level and become drawn into more
extremist views.
4.6.2. Entering a London - based group and alleging a history of extremist activism
in another part of the country is not generally xeconunended. On most occasions you
will be caught out but on one occasion I know of, such an approach has paid
dividends.
This approach will probably only
work in
the
anirnals/environtnental/pacifist/anatcho fields and require sound knowledge of the
group's politics, history, battle stories and methods ofdirect action.
4.6.3. One technique that works well in organised left-wing groups such as the SWP
is to represent yourself as a natural Labour supporter(NOT a Labour Party member as
that could be checked), disillusioned by the centrist direction of the "New Labour"
and searching for a true socialist alternative to the Tories. In such a case you should
have a sound knowledge of socialist principles and have mastered "politically correct"
language. The first meeting with such groups will normally be through paper sales,
either in your locality or on a march somewhere. Buying a paper from a seller and
chatting for a short time after purchasing a paper will soon generate a recruiting effort
from the target. After you have piqued their interest it is best to play hard to get and
slowly integrate into the local branch.
4.6.4. The best means of entry to almost any field is on the back of a national or
London-wide campaign enjoying the active support of many extremist organisations
or large numbers of your target organisation together with support from the general
public. Good examples of such events are the News International dispute, Poll Tax
protests, opposition to the Gulf War, the no Ml 1 link campaign, protests against the
Criminal Justice Act, council by-elections involving a fascist candidate and
demonstrations opposing the export of veal calves. The sudden meeting of minds
between the public and extremist groups over a current issue gives the relevant
organisation's members the best opportunity to obtain-access to ncw recruits and you
can come to their notice as a stalwart campaigner very quickly. The camaraderie
which develops at large demonstrations between the protesters makes the job of
infiltration very much easier.
4.6.5.
Another, similar method of entry revolves around large anniversary
demonstrations or events such as week-long day schools. Each extremist group has
some fcrm of regular event which allows entry to their circles. The events can be
annual marches, such as World Day for Laboratory Animals, The National Anti Hunt
Campaign march against bloodsports, Hiroshima Day, World Day against
McDonalds, Labour Day marches or Bloody Sunday, or events such as "Marxism",
"Anarchy in the UK, Ten Days that Shook the World" or "Living Without Cruelty".
These events facilitate contact with local campaign groups and enable you to get on a
mailing list and get invited to meetings.
4.6.6. When the extremist's diary is empty and there are no current campaigns to get
drawn into, infiltration becomes much more of a gradual process. When the political
scene is quiet there is no easy catalyst to facilitate your acceptance of the target
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groupt more maul beliefs. A good technique tri use in thee arcumaances is m
refer to a paticularly uneleasara event in your life whkb bra fay..ed you ilia getting
on. These events could be dle sudden loss of a job,
off your bno and ken
intimiditke by the state, nich as an appalling acerience at the hands of peke or
DSS investigators or seeing a man beating a dog and feeling so much mega you me
driven to suppat &mot Niko fra aricnals. Each eircuroctance should be often/1y
icatudied to fit in with your new life history and checked with matte operatives in
your field lost*ifsuch a =posse'would be accepted by the %maks.

5. livU411/4TAINTI4G COVER.;
tsvimc owl-mutt wrrs
5.1.1. Now you have leeway a memtnear .supprzter of your target ruralisation, you
are CM YOli Owa. You will beliming OD Amnon% uith very little technical suppret re
bra LTA Under norm) an ions the office will need to keezin Centact with you

PMUJIDIA

5.2.1. As ycorinvolvementin a group bewmes moreserious, it isinevitable that you
will wade= puurcia Aoy feres you any have that your group is talking gag
you heard your blek am well foualed, since all grows discuss new members and
their poling:11 to the cause in the Mu*. Part of that convessasko will certainly
tndude musings as to whether you esc an MIS infiltrates, undemoker policeman or
paid "gorse. Usually you will notbeenmeaware &their ince:ratio you until you are
a fial um, whim you will partepote in similar elantarr assassinatice of =met
nxruim
5.2.2. When you first mike contact with your group you should treat your mural°
your nomial life Scan that of this armies with extreme persoola until you feel
oonfideut. Just because you see the same car in yaw rear view mime as you leave
your duffand as you bead out a= a mein road to wend yew v.eary unri &ere does
not mean you am being fellowd but you slxsull nest it as 5115060
. US until you know
afferent. The wanks at generally not sophistkated in then counter intelligence
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Always have a good excuse
rea y

5.3.

you arechalleogcd.
A WORKING UPS

a fain cm• ovmcat must bc li‘cd to tilt; full. [741

F31

you must follow a pattern of working life experienced by
no.-mal folk. (751

$32. Above pgy, it is important to look the part. Ifyou me a laboutex get dirty and
appear al the occasional meeting in yor grubby work clothes. If you int a mechanic,
make.sure your hands are covered in spers oil and your Crigarrials retain oily grime.

SA.

TatTELF_FEIONE

[77I

UL rewrile/expansion re: mobile phone-5.

in hid A wit '96,1

S4.1. British Telecom bas become the unrsienemy of unclertover operations. Now
they have ireroduccd automatic call tracing and call beck satices, you cannot hope to
survive if you any you are ringingform a 'phone in Lambeth only to have the number
traced to a Penge exchange! While most public telephone boos are not ommented to
the system and while Mercury has not updatexl their systems you can afford to use
them. Soon,&veva,these tva) loopholes will have beim closed. You mill soon be
forced to drive to an appropriate telephone box oemer to your workplace or duff
home,or else have a good rascal to be in an unusual part ofthe otpi atl- Alternatively.
me a otobik telephone acid swallow de C031 of such calls. You can dial 141 befote
ringing a weary from home to ensure they have no access to a call-beck service but
make sure you tell them you are ringing from a telephone box in use they ring hack.
In many circumstances. hou,ever, it is tmsafe to use your home telephone.
54.2. When a target his come to the Mamarion or tho units it is doubly iropOilati to
ensure you followthe ahem advice,sinceyourcall coital becorne part of an evidential
trail given to die defence.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD
YOU RING FROM YOUR HOME ADDRESS.

7.6
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5.5.

ALCOHOL/DRUGS

5.5.1. In the past alcohol was sometimes a mgular lubricant of SOS operations.
Nowadays it is simply inappropriate to drink and drive. You will be prosecuted and
face a driving ban, and you may well face disciplinary proceedings. Some groups we
infiltrate drink heavily and you will have to participate to a greater Or lesser extent.
When you drink, don't drive. Stay in your duffand wait until morning.
5.5.2. Drugs are in widespread use throughout the altetnative scene. You should
come to a decision as to whether you use or abstain. there will be less pressure on
you if you are a non-smoker and a spliff is passed round but you should be familiar
with drug culture in any CAW. The largest IBC is ofcaanabis and derivative; followed
by emay and speed. Hard, addictive drugs are saxamd but generally avoided by the
wearies on the grounds of cost, AIDS and basic knowledge of the damage caused by
physical addiction_ Again. if you have to imbibe soft stuff, or become stoned through
secondary smoking,don't attempt to drive home. Go to the duff and sleep it off.
5.5.3_ A common fear is that using alcohol or drugs will loosen your tongue and you
will give the game away. I can only say that I have been in many antes of
intoxication during my tour and have nevcr bad a problem with basic security. If you
don't feel confident, stay on the side of caution and avoid intoxicants as much as
possible. The sober driver and the "straight edge" activist who never gets stoned are
far more common in alternative society than one's first impressions indicate_
5.6.

sExwii.u.kisoris

5.6.1. The thorny issue ofmmantic entanglements during a tour is the cause of much
soul-searching and conceit_ In the pas emotional ties to the opposition have
happened and caused an sorts of difficulties, including divorce, deception and
disciplinary charges. While it is not my place to moralise, one should try to avoid the
opposite sex for as long as possible.

5.6.2, The "free love" attitudes ofthe sixties and seventies have largely disappeared
in the minds of the extremists following bcipes, hepatitis and AIDS_ However, if you
are doing your job properly men and women in the geld will experience occasional
approaches from males and females, straight and gay. Avoiding the straight/gay
problem is relatively simple but one should never we the excuse of homosexuality to
avoid a heterosexual partner_ Not only will your behaviour be wholly inconsistent but
you may well find the closet and out homosexuals making a bee-line for you. In a

similar vein, don't use the excuse of being HIV positive as a reason or avoiding
sexual convict You simply cannot maintain the artinales of a person with HIV unless
you know sceneone with the coadirion and you ratty still face propositioning from
wearies who are genuinely afflicted.
5.6.3. While you may try to avoid any =coal encounter there may come a time when
our lock of interest na bocome susgicioab.
r181
last "1 his 5entence provides advice on how to deflect suspicion about UCOs not
being in a sexual relabonship with a member of the group 1
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[Teasel options art fraught with difficulty and you must
make your own mind up about how to proceed If you have no other option but to
become involved vitth a weary, you should try to have fleeting, disastrous
relationships with individuals who are not important to your sources of information_
One cannot be involved with a weary in a relationship for any period of time without
risking serious consequences.
'
I

5.7.

•

INVOLVEMENT IN CRIME

5.7.1. Some field officers will be fortunate in that their tour will never bring them
into the realms of confideatial memo 4, dealing with participating informants. (copy
attached at Appendix E.) Stated simply, you cannot take past in crime unles3 you had
no part in planning an incident and take a minor part in the crime itself At no time
can you instigate, counsel or procure others to cceamit a Crime5.7.2. The above sentiments are laudable but the boirMary between right and wrong
in the SDS arena is never as dear cut as the provisions of con_ memo.4 would have us
believe. If at any time your organisation invites you to break the law, you must be
prepared to take whatever advice comes from your supervisors and your colleagues.
If you take part in criminal acts without the office being made aware of such a
likelihood, you risk leaving the squad earlier than you expected.
5.7.3. If you are in a position where you either take part in crime or face imoiediate
perional danger from your organisation, good sense dictates that self-preservation is
the order of the day. If you survive such an encounter, the office will expect a full and
frank debrief
5.8.

ARREST

5.8.1. It is becoming more and more likely that an SDS operative will face arrest
during his or her tour. With the change in public order legislation following the
introduction of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 we will all face the
real possibility of arrest, from simple fly-posting up to recordable criminal offences
such as criminal trespass, assault or burglary. Additionally, the chance of being
"fitted up" by unscrupulous officers is a real if rare event. Thankfully senior
management seem prepared to grasp this nettle and appear prepared to support an
operative through such an eventuality.
5.8.2. One bone of contention is that if arrested one should plead guilty and cop the
fine. Groups such as 111: HUI SabOILIIM nal 111; ALF Will UQI acupt stal 811
approach to arrest in ti• curret2t cal:unto and expect a colleague to plead not guilty,
fight the case strongly and if the case is won the arresting officer's force will face a
claim for compensation in the civil court. More and more groups are following this
tendency and unless you intend to fail to appear at court, management should support
the field officer's appraisal of his situation Each case must be looked at on its merits,
so do not expect that you will be able to follow a course of action which will be
accepted by your wearies.
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5.&1 Having painted the learn pictree, I must say that ancst is not difficult to cope
with. One should i t allow ore's desire to assista fellow officer in an investigation
to impede yaw anli-mliblishment Mimeo Exposing your teal self to an officer.
particularly to me in a different fume en= serious problems for our 3ecurity and
must be avoided. A former officer found de sects of being arrested too much to bear
and unbaniord himself to the airwm-ting officer. Thankfully the wrest took place
within the MPD,but such exposuie is clearly dangerous. It roust be stated, hoNtler„
that most 0fa% Who hove been =1st= bem quite enjoyedthe =valence. It is not
difficult to give your nom.date of birth and address, then say "no comment to any
further otamtions. You may spend fit= 6 to 12 horns in a cell but you am in no
danger and the wearies will find it harder to believe ley rumours eat you are on
infiltratorafier you lasw gone through arrest and a court appearance.
52.4. At the police steno we MC'Salvos'ono telephone call. If you arc under no
press= den one should not =tact the office until you are released; instead you
could ring a wary and ask them to taring food,or ask them ifthey know of a good
solicitor- all goodfiddenift.liovoryee if you an facing more serious charges and the
potential of remaining in police custody or being remanded from the magistrates
court, zinging the emergency mobile nay be the only way you can resolve any
difficulties.
5.9.

noncom

5.9.1. It must Nan odd to consider the possitility of facing botedom in this sort of
walk, butbotedooa is as much put of the experience as the =citing bits. You should
always be prepated for the edium of waiting for a weary to knock on your door,
sitting outside a pike axa6cn for 12 hours =tit your last commie is released or
taking pate in a ueck of aaind-nueobing discussions on political theory.
SAIL

1791

[Gut "COAAPROMISE1

5.101. Them may well come a time when the wearies challenge your carefillly
researched backgrormd. Such attacks often follow a mistake on your port, a personal
disagreancot with a emery who calls you an infiltrator to get bock at you Cr simple
bod luck when police appear to be taking& course of action which the tatatiCS believe
hes be= initiated by =infiltrator. Some grams even have a policy of turning on a
new recruit and denouncing them as an infiltrator in or
to it the indivichatt's
respons to the allegotion.
1801

''en

k0 ,frifl suntlr
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What YOU Bays eeta visery vouch for you, have you t
o it in evuuts which make
the Mainland of you being a grass unlikely/ Occasionally a gmap wifl checkwids St
Othaines House fa birth uertificatL A.s hes beau said in para 3.1.g, a formes field
officer has been cresented vrith his(Win death certificate and ken asked to leave but
on other OutesiOtis tb: %asks have hem unable to interpret the man& it
Oltherelem and maim allegstions of you lying ehout your ideality an allegiticss
width can be disproved by s simple flourish of calficste in yaw panstmion.

[81]

5.10.5. At Tim endofthe day a want whoa suspicious of you may never be able to
trust you fully
the seeds ofdouht have bum sown, Naval:clan,as long as you
remain consis' tent and keep to your Rimmed stay, you will still be able to °pante in
thefield emd gain valtablc intelligent= In real iire people fall out with each other aod
you should regard any cooks= front a formercoremde on that level re3d find smother
buddy tO run witb in futuns.

aeg

5,10.6.lithe moup you have hatraied betievei that you are a spy and has proofof it,
they will Malt &flukey make if dear that you me no longer welcome. At this star
it is hest to cut your losses and move away from them. Some organisations will
simply diaalk3 you frem their puntran, while °them may those,* a/MUM to the
orwspepen or even We= physical violence. The farther you gain that uuit, the
mere likely is the he 'esteem
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6
.

LiVING A NORMAL LLFE

6.1.

011TRoDtic-11oN

6.1.1. The main thnot of the tradederaft manual concentrates on how to infiltrate
extremist groups. An equally important part of tindecraft is to allow youreelf to live
as much of a normal life as possible dudng the tour. Soon after you meet your
worries, you realise how difficuh it could be to explain sway your real part= and
family should you bump into a comrade. The difficulties could include friends and
work mates of your partner and wider family. One officer has been cepoeed where his
ginftiend was showing photographsofher holiday to work mans. One was a member
of an extremist group who recognised her boyfriend "the policeman' as a comrade,
and the officer's tour was corn tomised

[821

6.11 As your tour continues, you develop a nine of security in your &be identity.
Paradoxically, you begin to feel vulnerable when you are with your partner, at family
gatherings in public places,at your putters workplace, when picking the children up
from school and when you are invited to friends' parties. Think through a possible
scenario of meeting a weary while shoppiog with your partner and come up with a
decent excuse that both you and your partner rehearse. When you go to a new place,
keep your eyes open and if you know beforehand that there is a slight likelihood of
meeting a comrade, walk separately so you can, if necessary, revert to your duff
identity. It is also a good idea to make prior arrangements to meet up with your
partner later at a rendimvous poira nearby,
6.2.

SAFE AREAS

6.2.1. The eaSic11 way to minimise tte cbmces of compromising your identity is to
avoid 'bandit country" completely. Some groups operate in a small loaility while
others are spread on London-wide or even throughout the United Kingdom. You will
have to discover where your dose comrades live, work, shop, campaign and have a
social life so that a chance eneotrater becomes less and less likely. Some areas of
London such as central London and Ur notorious inner London boroughs are best
avoided altogether, partieuhaly the popular,"trendy" areas such as Camden Market,
the East End,Islington and Brixton.

6.12. While no one area can be regarded as totally safe, you will soon appreciate
thlxie areas where eonfrotttation in unlikely. Each operative will have to avoid
different places ritm to the nature of their reepective organisations and it is not
proposed to list them here, Always bear in mind that it is extremely difficult to
explain to a weary why you are pushing a pram and holding the hand ofa toddler who
calls you "daddy" when they know you have no children!
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6-3.

NODE OPTRAN cT

6-3.1. While you are engaged in SIDS work it is intuiviseble to ine the tubc, unless
you have pmpan:d a cover stay for your travel. When you are driving in your own
car, keep clear ofthose artas Wiese a ovary may catch sight of you behind the whee
A ChMICE sighting in these citram2arectis unliely but mom than me officer has
told stories of stopping at a zebra craning only to see close comrades and fellow
wearies passing less that five ixtfrom their windscreen!
632 Oat of the safest forms of transport in 'ban& countel is by black cab. The
drivers are untidy to be connected to an lutanist group and the windows= tinted
or blacked out. Taxi fires may be high but the alteensiti yeti:cat% bear thinking about

183]

Mist: 6.4 ABSENCE
psi 'Undercover officers %mil need ba spend time away from tbe target group These
paidgeapbs rimy be anamernents which men be made to Imilltdie absenie 1

6.

E .rv.pr tIGI1T fID librk11016r111.191

6.5.2 When you settle down i/110 a WO& mtnine you 9/ill find a few hours during the
city are free to spend at home with your family. lf your partter works in a 9-5job, it
it unlikely that you will see each other during the day and at =dealt an make sure
you have a free venire or two to spend together. You must find ways of working
frie lime info your wnekly frame or you vAll soon Cud the duff gat* take over

your owa
6.5.3. Mae is no &tub(that pumas fird your unsvailahlity the most dilEcuk part
of your tours as make every east to spood tine together as a regular basis. The duff
lifestyle may force on to spinal padsof intense activity away from home, to make
allowances forthme psktds.
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6.6.

TARGET iNDrviDUALS NEAR 110144E ADDRESS

6.6,1. Very occasionally you may find close comrades moving close to your own
home. At the beginning of your tour it helps to do SH(R)checks on the neighbouring
streets around your home, so you will be aware of any extremists nearby. However,
once you are committed to the field you may find unknown activists who live nearby,
or wearies may move into your area at some period during your tour.
6.6,1 It is possible to cope with one weary close to home but there may come a stage
in your tom that you become surrounded by wearies or a weary suddenly moves very
close to your borne address. These instances are extremely difficult to handle. In the
short term you may be able to return home in the early hours and avoid going out of
your house unless it is dark, by wearing a full ace motorcycle helmet or voluminous
coat with a hood. obviously, such difficulties cannot be tolerated for long. You
become a prisoner in your own home and the danger of meeting a weary in your real
life becomes a reality.
6.6.3. Generally the first time you meet a weary in these circumstances is when you
bump into the weary or see him from a distance and duck out of view in time. You
may be able to explain why you are there once but furthermeetings are impossible to
explain. Occasionally we may hear from another officer that a weary is moving near
to your home. Thankfully the office is prepared to deal with such difficulties at short
notice (or with longer notice in the latter case) and as soon as the problem comes to
notice you should discuss your options with the office_ The response to such a
problem is varied, dependant on the closeness of the friendship between you and the
weary, your desire to continue in the field or to leave and whether you are prepared to
be moved from your home into police accommodation or rented property.
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7.

SPECIAL DWFICULTIES INVOLVING THE TARGET GROUP.

7.1.1. The organisation is, in general, made up of young people under 35 who are
reasonably well educated and middle class. This majority is controlled by older, long
term activists. The senior element may not hold official positions but will still be
influential in policy and the direction oflocal branches.
7.1.2. Established London branches have policy matters imposed on them from
Central committee, but local activity is largely dependant on the enthusiasm of the
District Organiser or Branch Committee and on the availability of exploitable issues.
Members soon gravitate towards party members in social life as well as political life
and before too long a new member becomes known to a large number of people. It is
unusual for an SWP member only to take part in political activity.
7.1.3. New members join the party in the following ways:
a.
Many join as students either through SWSS or a local branch. Any who
remain in the party after University tend to be long term activists until a job or new
partner take them outside the SW?circle_
b.
The party adopts any campaign issue as its own, exploits it to the maximum
and will attempt to recruit a good campaigner to the party fold, together with anyone
gullible enough to sign a banker's order. They tend to remain within a campaign only
as long as it produces results for the SWP's own political agenda.
Occasionally members ofother political groups become disillusioned and joins
c.
the SW?. Usually they are Labour Party members who are frustrated at the right wing
reform movement within Labour. Otherwise new members art drawn from more
radical political groups after internal disputes.
d.
A number of people are recruited following social contact with members. In
fact, any social contact who is not an SWP member will invariably be approached to
join.

e.

Anybody who shows interest in the party at a paper sale or who comes to Ian

SW? meeting which is held on a specific issue of interest tp the individual is likely to
be placed on a contact list. The likelihood of your local branch approaching you is
wholly dependant on the motivation ofthe contacts visitor in the branch.

7.1.4. h is essential in all cases that a potential recruit has a clear reason for wanting
to join the SWP rather than becoming a member when asked. An individual who
joins will probably have to refer back to why they joined throughout their history, so a
committed and considered entry to the party following street acfivimn for a specific
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cause will earn the respect of your colleagues far quicker than someone joining the
easy way.
7.2.

ANARCHISTS

7.2.1. Anarchists come in many forms. They range from anarcho-syndicalist middle
class squatters to nihilistic crusty low-life. As far as anarchist organisation in London
goes, they are organised locally (although they occasionally have nation-wide links)
and concemrate on a plethora of interests, They are interested in unemployment
issues, squatting, anti fascist activities, They are all anti wealth, anti property
ownership, anti party politics, anti establishment and anti control of any faun. The
"crusty" type will happily riot against those in positions ofpower within society but a
number ofso-called anarchists are incapable of outright attacks on the status quo due
to their middle class mots.
7.2.2. The anarchists are also concentrated in geographic areas. The heartlands of
the London anarchists are Brixton and Hackney but they will deign to live in
neighbouring boroughs. All of the groups I have come into contact with believe in
becoming involved in any street protest, especially if there is the possibility of it
"kicking off". The crusty types will happily get as drunk as skunks and attack anyone
in authority (usually uniformed police officers) while those with middle class roots
will happily watch from the sidelines until law and order is lost, when they can get
involved in criminal activity with little fear ofarrest
7.23. The ridiculous assertion by uniform that all outbreaks of violence on
demonstrations are orchestrated by Class War is absolute nonsense. I suppose they
feel better to be able to blame a handful of newspaper producing anarchists for their
own deficiencies in policing anarchist crowds but the reality is that there is rarely coordination at demonstrations where violence breaks out. The simple truth is that
crusty types exploit perceived weakness in police and one or two will start the ball
rolling by throwing the first stone or spitting at or kicking an officer.
7.2.4. Infiltrating anarchists is relatively simple at the beginning since you only need
to show a hatred for organised politics and an angry presence on the streets. However,
the anarchist lifestyle can be uncomfortable. There is little permanence in squatting
and from time to lime you will face reduction of dole money, arrest for shoplifting or
suspected burglary while attempting to open a new squat However, the anarchists
seem to have a "blitz spirit" and are relatively easy to get on with once they accept
you.
7.2.S. The crusty lifestyle in particular is really unpleasant. You will be expected to
eat food you wouldn't put in your own bin, drink tea from cups which appear to have
grown their own beards and sit on furniture which is alive. The squatters are
notorious for taking people for all they can get and if you appear to be prepared to
help them in a move or to drive them somewhere they will use you until you drop.
Worst of all, they smell disgusting in the summer months! However,these people are
the ones who will cause the trouble and you need to get reasonably close to them if
you are infiltrating the anarchist field.
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72.6. Of all groups, the anarchist field is the easiest to leave. They regularly
disappear in summer to attend the free festivals and often travel abroad. In this form
of lifestyle, permanent ties are few and far between.
7.3.

ANIMAL ACTIVISTS

7.3.1. It is essential for the animal tights activist who aspires to ALF activity to be a
committed vegan. He or she should also have a good understanding of the vegan
lifestyle. Those items offood, clothing, cosmetics and household products which are
vegan are listed in the Animal Free Shopper, available from the Vegan Society.
Membership of the Vegan Society is worthwhile - the organisation is one of the few
national societies which supports the ALF. Other pro-ALF groups include the Hunt
Saboteurs Association, the National Anti Hunt Campaign, People For The Ethical
Treatment of Animals, Arkangel and the ALF Press Office and Supporters Oroup. All
are legal groups who provide an activist with the information an established aniroal
rights campaigner would know.
7.12. As well as developing a cruelty free image and joining pertinent organisations,
one should also ensure a full luiowlcdge ofcurrent product boycotts. Current officers
will be able to assist here.
73.3. While it may be difficult to suggest a previous life of activism it may be
possible to allude to peripheral interests in animal welfare activities or sanctuary
experience. Beware of alleging previors involvement in a national animal rights
society - they have extensive historical records. One exception to the rule is the ALFSO, whose organisers have disposed of the historical records in favour of up-to-date
databases. Provided you allege membership before 1992 your story cannot be
challenged.
7.34. If you decide to create a history of activism, you will find the likelihood of
success to be low. This approach requires a deep knowledge of animal rights
campaigning throughout the eighties together with a good reason why you are
unknown in London. Two techniques which have worked are to allege solitary ALF
activism which was never reported and to allude to a history of animal welfare work
outside the sanctuary networks, the RSPCA and the Cats Protection League/Canine
Defence League. Obviously you must be wholly conversant in the care of the
phantom animals and know details of your supposed targets.
7.3.5. The most difficult part of infiltrating thc ALF is to ciccicic how far to go. If
you want to be accepted as an ALF activist you must first get close to a relevant
person, then accept invitations to commit acts of criminal damage on the windows of
"abusers". It is only by building up trust in this manner that you may get an invitation
to ALF raids. At every action there is a real chance of being arrested for a criminal
offence. You take the risk of shortening your tour quite dramatically if you are
caught If you decide that taking part in illegal direct action is not for you, you have
to work hard to become a regular supporter on the scene. Even then, without getting
your hands dirty, your chance ofcorrectly identifying an ALF activist is very low.
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73.6. Like otter lifestyle arganisafiona, The animal berasion ethos pervades afl
pasts of your edstenee. If you haw any sense of sympethy for the cause of animal
Delfere you can find your new finitude,affecting your real life. I Icnow in the four I
will have nothing but cceitcmpt for fotthunfecs and in particular their terriers:len.
Another arrange effect of my tom has been the slow develops/sat ofray low opinion
of mittens:4 police dean with Animal rights protests. I suppose that officess in all
fields oxne across police officen who regard political protesters with =tempt but
their lack of aensitivity and occasional vident median to one es an animal rigida
activist is often ott of pmpodion to your behaviour.
7.4.

Erivnromm

AcT %ins

7.4.1. The anima form ofootran to be found on our streets (or more often in our
trees) is tbe redical environmental prokster. They swear to be drawn fiom the
pacifist mould and Do doubt a number are CND stalwarts from the past. Gaining
ateena to the Earth Firadets is any - if they are involved in a road ;avert in the
Lantos], me m they welcome local suppuit and Will happily encourage you to become a
regular. The downside of this type of activist is the high likelitood of arrest and
conviction for trespass They share to pacifist letinsle of being aneated fix your
belief, and keying your day in court They Also use pan* resistaince - from sit
downsto chaining themselves to machis' utct or Warmesttimber.
7.4.2. The cunt rise in civil ciaohodience f000szi ansund the Ming of new
weds coupled with hurt aaboszge brought about the erim' inal Justice Act. As moat
modern errviroamenad prow is based at a spseific location when toads are being
built you are limited to being there or at the supprrt camp or squat nearby. If you are
not W9 1 to live within the enviimmentalit society you will be excluded from the
moat impotent mating:I - moat EFI planning tad phce the tight bare an action
and all participates live and sleep togettatr after the meting, emerging to bike on the
dew:lc:pm sec= in the knowledge that potential leaks have hem latot to a nanimum.
7A.3. Despite appearing to be anti-technolq3y, environmentalists are technophiles
and have amen to the most modem computer equipment. They are able to mobilise
People at relatively short notice through "Internet and telephone hem They also
benefit fines =silent wens relations and cam often stutranex font o or national
televisro
. n news coverage ofan action.

73.

PAcIngrgi

7.5.1. Pacifist' bug to cone to the fort only .vticn a aped& military is.me coma to
the fore. The last upsurge in px:ifist activism was duds* the Gulf Wan whets large
demonstudions in London were oomplemented by small scale oasupstions and
invasions ofmilitary and militaty-industrini =zeta, The pacifists tend to be mblet
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but vehemently anti violence - they will crit se you wholeheartedly if you suggest
using force against polka lines.
7.52 CoupkW to the and violence maim& is an all-pervasive "martyrdom compl .
The activism appear to believe in the process of law and follow ausihi's policy of
passive resistance. They will be simple laws such as trespass, obstruction and
mit= csimitad damage but wait for smut and look forward to prorelytising in the
dock of a magistrates ontift. They also have a &motet* Christian appcsich to
violence porettaled by musty staff•they often nxcptinjury and a.smult, triferring
to "turn the other darer. In fnct mice of the mnst active pacifists are motivated
through Morig religious beliefs - the Quakers being stroagly reprussnted. Although
there is a strong moreho-incifutelement,the anarehism is more ofan AVOW:kin than
a deep understanclitig of aismehist thecry. Oreille the UK the ansrchist kw:gm:moot
movement is much tom robust and oggrenive.
in the
7.5.3. Most street active pacifists work in small affinity groups of about 15 people
and Vend a gnnit deal of social tine tageths. It isinvitant to sort out your paciEst
history as they will discuss the minutiae of their poli1ical awakening to excess. They
tend 10 be wry loving and aninfiltrator should not be surprised vAien male and female
comradcshug iim or her to their boson.
7.6.

NON-ALUM= TIFIVSTYLR TIRRRTARIAN

7.6.1. The liberteriaa activist is seen regularly on the frizzes of many campaiget
Usually they me analchistin viewpoint but we willing to relate to any political group
who rampart an an issue he or she is irdeastrd in. As a long-teon strestqgy,
becoming a an-aligned activist is act as usilUI as being accepted within a small
group as a fully committed manta. In fact such individnals are alien treated with
suspicion on deroonstratlans.
7.7.

SINGLE...1&U/3 CAttilaiM'a

73.1 Issues sixh as the =Feigns against the Pall Tax, the modest, against the
Criminal JusiceBill or thenetwork against the Mild Support Act attracts all types of
political =Mem If you use fortunate to begin your taw when such a campaign is
beginning or is in Sill flaw, you can &min wcparience in LArgian activism and bide
your tine to move Into your particular area ofinterest laser. Usually you will be able
to find members of your target group within a populist oenpaign alai your entry iato
their mum will °gear as a pcfccdy island thrm of nscruitmeat.
umsa

U.

TIMM

muzrAra
TU. NM FASCISTS
7.12. ma=mawom
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&

'WITHDRAWAL:

LI. (86
. The left wing organisations sxm to accept a level of v4stage in tbeiT
membership. The SW? is wellknowo to care very little for the loss of membership
providiugoew members am always Wag &win in sal subs are being'mid - perhaps
as many as a third of their membership limwei the party es:Is your. Therefore,if you
Wye int:at:rated the SWP. engioeming a political &Nommen! which C4c3ci your
rejection of the party Will not 'ppm unusual. On the other bend. litslyie
OtTanitali antire unlihely to accept the sudden lam ofa doer activiel due toe 3hift to
basic polities or Leliefi. 87][Gist'Examples am stvaol

821. As one tour passes the halt:may stage 11 13 'ASCU 44 play the disillusioned
activist to see how your"envies met I found that apposing to be fed up with the
constant drain on my goo:twill by London Lased soissal rights activisb gave me MI
opportunity to question the value ofremaining within the London seem After a share
period of "depression' I bounced back into activism with mewed vigour but tbst
short period of diailtusiconent male a move abroal to viork ender to justify when I
was prerarilg to leave the field for good.
8.22. Some organisatiocs have a NO turnover of members end do not ask seriously
scalding questions of a former activist who appears to have kat the fire of =kat
campaigning. Thereftee sine groups may flow you to in confidence in the polities
of the group god move away. Other."lifeSqle WIMP
logiuld find
sirli a ploy very difficult to undcrttand and their au,idkas is likely to be miond.
8.3.

(1301

[91]
Kist 'Anolhei lechnicue rs desc nbed
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8.4.

182]

8.4.1. The tectusique oflowing your wearies over a p od of time can work if you
plan a long-tam, phased nithdrawaL. Some groups may allow you to slowly ddfl
away Erten them due to their nature •for crumple the Environmentalists concentrate
their acti es at a place where euximunotall damage is taking place - you could
leave the mew simply by not moving an to the nextsite where roadbialding is taking
place.
8A2. The idea of drifting away would also help in coajunction with other techniques
the UetrieS - a pnigremisc wittatrewal frean you wearies until you are left
with a small circle ofdose essexiates will give you time to fade too the majority of
your warned minds, followed by a aped& ream for leaving your remaking close
buddies.

fin leaving

1931
8.5.1. One could portend to have personal difficulties that cause you to leave the
polital arom. You will have to think through circumstances where such an approach
could be effirctive

1941

In any ca_v the difficulties must appear b ring true and are dependant on your
particular buget group's patios and attitudes to mentos..
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9.

AFTERCARE:

9.1.

RESTRICTIONS ON DUTIES AND TIME FERIODS

9.1.1_ On returning to a normal working life, SDS operatives will be restricted on the
nature of their employment and the offices supervisors will maintain contact with
SDS management to ensure the security ofthe SDS is not compromised. For the first
two years after his =turn, the officer will have six-monthly interviews with SDS
management and meetings with his mentor to ensure he has adjusted back into the role
of an SB officer. The faunal supervision will in all probability be supported by
informal contact with ex SDS colleagues. The following restrictions will apply to
every officer without exception.
9.1.2. There is a ten year ban on protection dukes.
9.1.3. If you ask for a port posting you may not be employed on fronWine control
duties.
9.1.4. If you are employed outside the Branch, you will be expected to avoid any
contact with the press and take no part in any publicity.
9.1.5. At all times, SDS management will have to be consulted when you come up
for squad changes or redeployment and if any problems develop the SDS management
will keep a close watch on your progress.
9.2.

RETURN Toss LIFE A.rrER AN SDS TOUR

9.2.1. First of all, ask yourself the following questions:
Q: Why does my suit not fit?

A: Because you are fat.

Q: Why do I have to get up at
7.30 am every day?

A: Because they will stop paying
you if you don't_

Q: Why do 1 have to get offthe
A: Because they took your van off you.
tube with the rest of the lemnaings?

ny am I poor?

A: Because you've got used to spending
dosh which you no longer have.

9.2.2. The fast thing you notice on arriving back at CC) is that you can't find
anything. There will have been a huge change of personnel, what with retirements
and recruitment of bright young things. For a while you will only know a small
minority of people. Similarly, there are likely to have been changes in paperwork and
other office practices. Just as the staff in SB have changed, people in organisations
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outside will also have moved on, so your old list of contacts is likely to be seriously
out ofdate.
9.2.3. Overall you will have a slight feeling of detachment. You are no Ion
in
charge of your working life and you will be unable to use Infos or U.ctmri until
you are put on courses. Additionally, returning to enquiry work or a port posting will
make you feel very rusty, while moving into a job which is completely new to you
will give you a few problems until you settle down. In general, however, your initial
confusion will soon disappear - most officers will need around four weeks to get into
the swing ofthings.
9.3.

[95]
Aquarius'

AVOIDIRti WEARIES AFTF-R THE SDS TOUR.

When you go back to CO you probably will feel very uncomfortable travelling
on the tube to Si. James Park and using public tansport on days off. Ex SDS officers
have reported looking for former wearies up to a year after finishing their tour. Such
fears will diminish with time, dependant on how different you look and how likely a
chance meeting with a weary will be. Nevertheless, you should always avoid those
areas where you spent your duff life, the places where demonstrations and pickets
were common and in particular you should be circumspect when leaving the yard in
case a former colleague is coming in to meet T020 to plan a demonstration.
93_1.

196]

93.2. If at any time you find a former weary in close proximity to you when you
leave the field you must make every effort to avoid them. Eye contact with a weary is
likely to mean recognition, so you should get as far away as possible as soon as
possible.
9.3.3. If after your tour a close weary moves near to your home, you must discuss
your problem with SDS management to determine how dangerous an identification
might be. If there is a clear threat to your personal safety, you must be prepared to
move home.
9.4.

POST TRAUMATICSTRESS SYNDROME

Post traumafic stress syndrome (PTSS) is a well - documented illness.
Originally described by doctors who examined troops in the Great War as "ShellShock", PTSS was at first dismissed us "cgwardicc in Vac film of Ihe enemy" and a
significant number of troops faced death by firing squad_ By the Second World War,
however, "Battle Fatigue" was recognised as a stress related illness. Police Officers
have also faced highly stressful experiences: most recently at the Hillsborough
Stadium tragedy, the Clapham. Junction train crash and the Marchioness disaster. A
proportion of officers who Mended these incidents have been found to have been
suffering from PTSS.
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9.42. SDS officers will have faced highly unpleasguat, frightening incidents during
their tour and it is probable that a proportion offormer SDS officers will suffer from
high stress levels following their return to other squads_ It is important to remember
that a small number of SDS officers have fallen tul of police discipline and the
criminal law, or have suffered emotional problems ranging from alcoholism to
depression. It is imperative that officers seek help if they have difficulties postitour.
Improved selection processes and psychometric testing have reduced the chances of
such problems arising in the future but SDS management has a responsibility to
ensure the future security ofthe section is not endangered through a former operative's
illness. Accordingly, they will be consulted by your immediate line manager in such
circumstances.
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10. SUMMARY;
10.1. Perhaps the one most important safeguani to all of us is the willingness offield
officers to help each other out ofsticky situations. The problem that appears to you to
be insurmountable has, in all probability, been dealt with by a Bed officer in the past.
Listening to other field operatives suggestions is the most effeeive way to formulate
your own strategy for dealing with the problem. You do not have to follow the advice
given and different individuals may give conflicting advice, but if a field colleague
thinks that a form of action you propose to take should on no account be used,
disregard that advice at your peril.
10.2. All of the above manual represents a simplified overview of useful fielderaft
techniques which It.,ork at a general level and also Ninth respect to specific groups. The
information is not complete and may not be current enough to be treated as SDS
Policy but provides basic guidelines on how to g0 about a short life of deceit_ It is
proposed to keep this manual updated, 30 any field officer who wishes to make his or
her own contribution is welcome to do so. Put your thoughts in writing and submit
them to the office.
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